Use of Scholarly and Creative Works Preserved and Disseminated in DigitalCommons@Lesley
May 19, 2017 - December 31, 2017

809 organizations have downloaded Lesley works including:

- Boston Public Library
- The Department of Education
- DoD Network Information Center
- McGill University
- University of California at Berkeley
- The City University of New York
- University of Florida
- California Institute of Integral Studies
- Duke University
- Carnegie Mellon University
- New York State Unified Court System
- International Islamic University Of Malaysia
- UMDS London
- University of York

As of December 31, 2017
- 7,753 Total Downloads
- 854 works uploaded
- 8 new collections added

128 Countries have downloaded works since May.
These are the top 10 (excluding the 4,419 downloads within the USA)